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A Floating Object

In his speech to the International Congress of  Aesthetics in 2007, Gulammohammed Sheikh says, referring to the 
folios that comprised of  the Hamza Nama

‘The most striking example of  the Mughal experiment are the large folios of  Hamza Nama in which about a 
hundred artists worked over a period of  fifteen years (1562-1577) to illustrate Persian tales of  a rebel who is often 
identified with the uncle to the Prophet. Despite the Perso-Arabic location of  the narrative, which also includes 
exploits of  the hero in distant lands, the stories are totally set in the Indian context, with local flora and fauna, ar-
chitecture, and dramatis personae derived from a variety of  racial types. What is most significant is the fact that the 
collective nature of  the work does not result in a cacophonic collage, but projects an image of  multiple visions, each 
in relation to as well as independent from the others. For instance, the tenor of  loud faience patterns matches the 
animated intensity of  figures, keeping the spatial planes alive with resilient tensions. This reveals in some respects 
a quality of  life – of  living together of  communities, each with a definite view of  the world in dialectic interaction 
with the other. Difference is not a sign of  disorder or disunity.’  

Gulam’s works have explored multiplicities and simultaneity . He says, 

‘My interest in these forms triggered the exploration of  multiple portrayals, without a linear sequentiality, with an 
intrinsic order that would hold it all together. So if  you worked with a frame as I did, the question was how to break 
it, and bring multiple stories within its borders with several entries and exists, to enable the viewer to enter from one 
story into the other: either from the point he chose or the points that the paintings would suggest.’ 
 
In taking a leaf  from the works of  Gulam, this exhibition is structured outward. Threads are drawn from the center 
of  each work, reaching outward to link with other centers but are not intended to form a composite whole. The 
works themselves form a center from which planes and angles emerge that may or may not coincide with the planes 
and angles emanating from other works. Gulam’s Mappa-mundi series is based on the Ebstorf  Map, itself  created 
sometime in the thirteenth century, is an example of  a Medieval European map of  the world. In the ancient map, 
the known world is represented with a circle and perspective within the map -of  the people, places, roads and ani-
mals that inhabit this world- is geared towards the eye of  the viewer. In the same manner, Gulam’s Mappa-mundi 
also shifts perspective toward the eye of  the viewer. As such Gulam’s work however, incorporates several openings, 
spaces between the roads and pathways into which the viewer walks and finds that hilltops are leaning toward bot-
tom, while in another section, one sees cranes hanging upside down. In the center, a fort like building, painted in 
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by Gulam, interrupts a panoramic photograph of  Jerusalem, while underneath Japanese trees extend downwards like 
roots into soil. The image of  the map thus incorporates multiple images seen from multiple perspectives, in one place 
delineated by the circle formed around them. 

This ‘opening of  an image in time’  also subjects time to a border as indicated by the circle, suggesting perhaps that 
this world and all its components are this world, and as such despite the border around its elements send the idea of  
time in several directions at once. In other words simultaneity extends not only to the multiple images but also to the 
time they inhabit, indicating that time is both a wave and a particle to paraphrase the theory of  light. 

Rather like the notes of  The Waste Land, the works of  Gulam should come with footnotes and references. Much like 
the poem (which is now widely regarded as incomplete without footnotes) however, the multitude of  images, stories, 
lives and times in Gulam’s works speak in several voices and in a multitude of  languages, underlined by the choices, 
or rather the non-choices of  their author, and communicate the rhythmed nuance or structure that permeates the 
multiverses he creates within the visual image itself. 

‘The world as it came to me, however, came almost invariably manifold, plural or at least dual in form. In art, paint-
ing came in the company of  poetry and images from life lived, from other times, from painting, sometimes from 
literature, and often from nowhere, emerging together through scribbled drawings and words. The multiplicity and 
simultaneity of  these worlds filled me with a sense of  being part of  them all. Attempts to define the experience in 
singular terms have left me uneasy and restless; absence of  rejected worlds has haunted me throughout.’ 

For Gulam, the experience of  living and working in India carries an additional resonance. He says, 

‘… (It) means living simultaneously in several cultures and times. One often walks into “medieval” situations, and 
runs into “primitive” people. The past exists as a living entity alongside the present, each illuminating and sustaining 
the other. As times and cultures converge, the citadels of  purism explode. Traditional and modern, private and pub-
lic, the inside and outside continually telescope and reunite. The kaleidoscopic flux of  images engages me to construe 
structures in the process of  being created. 

Like the many-eyed and many-armed archetype of  an Indian child, soiled with multiple visions, I draw my energy 
from the source.’ 
 
Gulam has created multiverses that are rooted in historical fact and fiction. Influenced by Sienese painting which was, 
‘…an act of  love offered with tenderness, humility, and passionate conviction. Every surface of  paint simmered with 
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a feeling of  touch, with the result that the walls in the paintings smelled of  human warmth’. He is also firmly rooted 
in the nature of  multitude of  narratives, where the characters and the physical attributes of  a location rather than a 
framework indicate location. So a work is not wholly site specific  (with the exception of  City for Sale) in as much as 
experience based, mingling with specifics related to memory, history, tales and folklore and a leveling of  time. 

The physicality of  the work draws the viewer into the pathways that cross those of  the printed image and the 
painted image and there is a distinct discursive and educational aspect to the work. In particular the physicality of  
a meandering allows for a contemplation that is natural, and not framed or forced as such, and where the edges of  
comprehension spread far beyond the visible edges of  the paper. The encapsulation of  lived experiences, told tales, 
and narrated fictions are also in part physical recordings of  journeys real and imagined, on part of  the artist, which 
we as viewers are invited to take. As such there is also an abstract construct in place that enlarges the parameters of  
the work by removing any attempt on part of  the viewer to envision a linear narrative. 
 

Gulam’s works also have a poetic logic which incorporates, the languages of  memory (personal as well as collective), 
contexts (historical and contemporary) and structures (pictorial and conceptual) coalescing in a unique logic of  the 
imagination, that permits a view of  history as without perspective and a mode of  composition that does not forget 
the past but incorporates it and moves beyond it to offer a space of  contemplation. Lastly, Gulam’s work goes be-
yond the limitations of  coherent logic while conveying the deep complexity and truth of  the hidden phenomenon 
and impalpable connections of  life, while offering us, the viewer the opportunity to discern the lines of  the poetic 
design of  being.

Tushar Joag describes himself  as a public intervention artist, who uses a combination of  satire with an acute sense 
of  the ecosystem within which his chosen subjects – the objects that are both man made and organic - participate. 
Fiction, fantasy and fabrication abound in his work but also underscore the appropriated mythologies that lend 
themselves to molded formulation. Tushar draws from comic book figures (superheroes), from the farce of  authority 
(postboxes), from practical concerns to quixotic ones (Shanghai Couch), but more often than not they come together 
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to form composites unconfined by the outer edges of  the possible. 

In Pests, Joag creates a fantasy that plays with reality in such a way that the former can easily be taken for the lat-
ter, but which also recalls visually the vision of  filmmaker/director, Guillermo Del Toro mixed in with a healthy 
dose of  farce. Bulldozers with wings populate the skyline, humming one thinks, in anticipation of  the planned 
bulldozing of  the building at center of  the image, which for its part is trying in vain to escape. The skyline of  
Mumbai in the background flickers between the leaves and flowers that cover the base of  the building in the fore-
ground. The building façade forms a face with its balcony acting as a stretched out mouth, and Mickey Mouse 
ears cap off  its roof. The addition of  Mickey Mouse ears to the face of  the building recalls the world of  Disney 
which, in the words of  John Berger, ‘is charged with vain violence. The ultimate catastrophe is always in the off-
ing. ’ The catastrophe in this case: its demolition. The tilting tower –at the other end of  the building, turns into a 
symbol of  the ineptitude of  construction, echoing the tower of  Pisa, and more specifically the older (Victorian) 
construction that is particular to the architecture of  pre-independence Mumbai. New construction looms in the 
background. The building balances itself  on its two hind feet, which in this case, seem to be taken from the feet 
of  the four lions of  the Ashoka Stambh. 

Sudhir Patwardhan’s Couple, oil on canvas from 1976, seems to refer to the teeming yet constrictive nature of  the 
people living in Mumbai. In Couple a man and a woman sit side by side, the woman’s torso faces forward while 
her head faces right, away from the man. The man sits with one hand in his lap and one on the woman’s thigh. 
Set within the brooding dark background, which offsets the skin of  the couple, the portrait of  an intimate space, 
a dark brooding alienating space, echoing repressive sexuality mingled with discontent and stoic acceptance. The 
skin of  the couple is glowing in some parts of  the upper torso, the color of  golden beetroots in the sun, while in 
the lower half, deeper yellow ochre. A few sections of  the skin ranging from vivid green to bruised and darkened 
browns and rust, suggests decay, and fear. The work is both evocative and deeply disturbing and presents the 
couple as figures that speak of  isolation and familiarity echoing the nature of  the human, as an individual and as 
a part of  a whole, constantly negotiating between the sense of  the incomplete and the inevitable. 

In Sumedh Rajendran’s collages and sculptures, form creates - even as it morphs with the inorganic - a fluidity 
that is powerful and precarious. Sculptures mounted on the wall or fabricated within collages attest to the fragility 
of  form in space, and display the gaps between the reaches of  each material. The gaps between each material, 
whether of  white background space – usually a wall - or in the case of  free standing sculptures, are the breathing 
nodes of  his works. It is through these nodes that Sumedh’s works speak of  the incongruence of  the objects 
he assembles, as well as the weight of  the material they are fabricated in. His figures are weighted forward and 
backward to others. They are melded together to sometimes lean on each other. All this occurs without a firm 
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back grounding, and this particular mode activates the space around these figures. It activates a longing for support, 
alongside the subtle fear of  falling over, but more importantly it activates in return the figures and objects. In this 
particular work, Sumedh activates the space by creating a distant horizon, a looming set of  mountains across whose 
plane the figure of  the man and dog, conjoined together are placed at center. The figures are linked to the mountains 
in the distance by a winding thin line of  road. 

In Ranjit Hoskote’s essay for the catalogue, ‘Final Call’, Hoskote says, 

‘The objects assembled together to form ‘Final Call’ , although they are developed around the friction between in-
congruous entities fused together, are deliberately engineered: they are signs of  the complex and interdependent life 
that this planet leads, where every participant in the existential process likely imperil every other.’

Gieve Patel, Daphne, bronze, 14” x 14” x 7.5”, edition of  9/9, 2006
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 It is the absurdity and the incongruence of  the objects used and the material that catches our imagination. Rather 
than illustrating a specific idea, its function is to startle us with the authentcity of  the actions inherent in the associa-
tions between material, object and space, and the depth of  the artistic images formed. Sumedh’s works  have a fluid,  
sensous yet jarring version of  reality at odds with itself  –isolated and multifarious- playing on space that is open yet 
within the confines of  form, with the absense of  an obvious grounding element which is instead indicated by the 
fluidity and malleability of  the materials used.

In contrast there is a brooding quality to the still life photographs of  Prajakta Potnis’ works. In a confined space, 
we are given access to the private life of  a vegetable while it ruminates its mortality. The frame of  the still life – the 
inside of  a refrigerator - partially darkened, serves as a room, a private space - while the subjects of  the still life – a 
cauliflower, groups of  tomatoes - form portraits.  But there is a duality inherent in the shelf  life of  a vegetable in a 
refrigerator and the growth of  other bodies (organic) that attach themselves to the vegetable as it sits in hibernation. 
The time element between portraiture (eternal) conflicts with that of  a living thing (transient) within a space that is 
intended as a tomb. Amidst these frictions, the irrepressibility of  growth in whatever form (seeping, crawling, gestat-
ing and perhaps encroaching) becomes a nefarious action; a hidden act of  survival in mutated form. 

There is no escaping the implication of  the contact between the organic and the inorganic. In Potnis’ case, the 
battleground is a private affair carried out within the confines of  the organic body, where the action occurs in terms 
of  change and violence within the body, at a microscopic level, rather like the faces of  George Condo’s portraits, 
where the interaction between subject and environment entombs itself  on the face of  the subject by way of  organic 
growth that is just below the skin, pulling the face in a grotesque parody of  court jesters. It is the growth reaction 
that sets off  a melancholy in the environment. In contrast, the works of  Sumedh and Joag indicate an awareness in 
the inorganic, a playfulness, and a willingness of  the inorganic, the man made, to conjoin with the organic, where 
the conflict is oft times, not couched in overtly antagonistic terms yet has wider implications that stem from without 
rather than from within the organic. The three works postulate together, the transference of  consciousness from 
organic matter to inorganic matter that is physical and material, the ordered organic and the unexpected eruptive/
disruptive fractures of  unstoppable mutations/growth, and the absurdity and inevitability of  such mutations.

In K. P. Reji’s works on canvas the line between private and public is deliberately blurred; as such a frame is removed. 
Just as the walls in his constructions of  houses are removed and stripped of  their protective measures, so are the 
protagonists of  their garb. Reji’s works usually work as tableaus, with several figures performing acts on/within the 
same visual plane. The removal of  hierarchies, of  planes of  action effectively removes comparisons of  inside and 
outside. Yet again there is a conflict between the acts of  being and the transient nature of  being.  More importantly 
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there is subtle friction between the two that also extends to the telling of  disjointed narratives, occurring simultane-
ously on the same plane.

 Zakkir Hussain’s works on paper are inhabited by strange creatures. Mutilated, funny, pathetic and evocative, they 
give off  a sense of  intense psychological churn bordering on the disruptive. This violence of  vision, thought and 
internal struggle, manifests itself  in bold and disturbing visuals that draw us into a nether world within. Sometimes 
quiet and at others aroused and bursting outward, serving as a reminder that at a micro or a macro level we have to 
contend with ourselves.

Gieve Patel’s bronze sculptures from the Eklavya/Daphne series provide in this exhibition a nexus between ‘branch-
ing and breaking’ . Taken from Greco-Roman mythology and Indian mythology, the stories of  a water nymph 
(Daphne) who rejects the love of  Apollo and is transformed into a laurel by the Gods to escape the attentions of  the 
Sun God, and Eklavya, a young prince of  a confederation of  jungle tribes who, in order to enhance his knowledge 
teaches himself  archery, but attains such skill that he quickly becomes a threat to the ruling order, who demand that 
in return for scholarship, for knowledge so attained he provide payment by presenting his right thumb severed from 
its hand to his teacher. Thus returning the knowledge attained by unsanctioned learning.  In the words of  Ranjit 
Hoskote, 

‘Both Daphne and Eklavya are figures maimed or ruined by forces that demanded their submission: the nymph who 
defies the sun-god’s lust, the hunter who dares to equal the warrior-prince, both punished for their transgression. 
Patel interprets both figures, and other presences from myth, dream and waking life, with the energy of  an artist 
responding vigorously to the promptings of  his material. The impress of  the shaping hand is everywhere in these 
works: in the textures of  flow and knot; in heads that turn sharply on their shoulders; in the twisting of  a wrist and 
the torsion of  a female body that is vulnerable as a girl and resilient as the earth; in mouths that open to allow water 
and weeds to gush out, images that mark a persistence of  concern from Patel’s paintings, being strongly reminiscent 
of  such paintings of  Patel’s from the 1980s as ‘Crushed Head’ and ‘Drowned Woman’. Breaking and branching are 
the crucial movements that captivate his attention: nodes of  pain, but also of  growth.’

 This nexus of  growth and pain is echoed by the transgression of  hierarchies that dictate the linear transference of  
knowledge -which assumes superiority- as well as the physical nature of  conquest. In both, the physical precedes 
and conquers the nature of  knowledge (reason, harmony and the transfer of  knowledge), while recourse or survival 
occurs only in the physical realm (the transfer of  consciousness into a different physical matter and the payment of  
a thumb as a token of  knowledge). However the gap between the physical and the state into which knowledge is 
contained is not as vast as it may seem. Knowledge is also ingrained into the memory of  the body, into the organs 
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of  the body, such as the skin, sense, smell etc, all of  which form memory along with a physical impression. Using the 
fingers for example to transfer memory, sense and feel by using a physical material to create a form also underlines 
the above while creating a transference of  consciousness that leaves an indelible impression in the form of  the solid-
ity of  form; a body of  evidence that states the fact of  a physical presence.  To go from ideas of  knowledge to the 
physical nature of  knowledge (whether carnal or skill based) the body is needed as a mediator. In the case of  Gieve 
Patel’s works the placement of  the body in a physical form not only delineates the lingering presence of  a body but 
also informs the landscape and the absence that it may form into and out of. The presence and the absence of  a 
body, its surroundings and the forms it may take, to transfer consciousness, knowledge or simply its own potential 
for abstraction forms an imprint that resonates with its own unique tonality.

The effort of  the exhibition is to extend multiplicity and simultaneity to the collection of  works herein. They are not 
linked by a linear narrative, concept or theme. However they are bordered by the walls of  the space within which 
they are simultaneously exhibited, and are also therefore free to activate the space they inhabit, free to associate 
with other works, as incongruent absurdities in relation to one another, as rhizomatic connections, as interruptions 
of  hierarchies or a discordant strum of  poetic logic, unfolding in privately held time or publically and collectively 
acknowledged time. They provide multiple visions, spaces, and narratives. 

Furthermore they create open-ended movements that generate transference of  consciousness of  form and content 
and the incongruent nature of  reality and fictions, and rather than display a fixedity in narrative form, they seek shift-
ing modes through which to travel. As such each artist forms a center, where each work is treated on its own terms 
and left free to associate with other centers.  

The attempt is also to engage the viewer to view time as a uniquely individual concern rather than a linear structure 
that runs throughout the exhibition. To go further, the works in the exhibition though thematically, contextually 
and in form, are and can be seen as disparate objects, they can also be seen as objects whose established history and 
place in a canon as being separate from the works themselves, although available to lend context (though it is up to 
the viewer to seek history), and it is in this co-dependence yet isolation where each work takes on a character and an 
individuality that allows a viewer to choose their own entry and exit.  

Renuka Sawhney 

August 7, 2012 

Renuka Sawhney is a writer based in New York.



Gieve Patel
1940
 
Patel is well known as a painter, a poet, a play write and an art critic. Born in Bombay, he studied at the St.Xavier’s 
High School and College, and then went on the study medicine at Grant Medical College. He practiced as a doctor 
in Mumbai for almost 40 years till 2005. Patel’s first one man exhibition was held at the Jehangir Art Gallery in 1966. 
Since then he has held many shows and participated in many important group exhibitions in India and abroad. His 
selected exhibitions include Wells Clouds Skulls, Bose Pacia, New York, 2011; The Art of  Drawing, The Guild, 
Mumbai, 2011; Multiple Modernities: India, 1905-2005, Philadelphia Museum of  Art, USA, 2008; Gateway Bombay, 
Peabody Essex Museum, USA, 2007;  Gieve Patel: Select Works 1971-2006, Gallery Threshold, New Delhi and 
Chemould Prescott Road, Mumbai, 2009-10; Eklavya/Daphne, Museum Gallery; The Guild Art Gallery, Mumbai, 
2007; Contemporary Art of  India: The Herwitz Collection, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1986. Patel has published 3 
books of  poems. He has written 3 plays, which have been performed In Mumbai. The ‘Collected Plays’ are published 
by Seagull Books, Calcutta. One of  the plays, ‘Mr.Behram’ has been translated into Marathi by Shanta Gokhale, and 
recently performed. Patel has been conferred by many fellowships and awards. In 1984 he was a Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow at the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, USA.  In 1992 he was a Rockfeller Fellow at University of  Chicago. 
And in 2003 he was a Writer in Residence at the University of  Pennsylvania, USA.
Patel lives and works in Mumbai.
 
Gulammohanned Sheikh
1937
 
Painter, art historian, and writer Gulam Mohammed Sheikh taught art history and painting for nearly three decades at 
the Faculty of  Fine Arts, M.S. University, Baroda. Born in Surendranagar, Gujarat, he studied painting at the Faculty 
of  Fine Arts, Baroda (M.A. Fine, 1961), and the Royal College of  Art, London, (M.A. 1966). In addition to painting 
and teaching, his career has included numerous publications in art history and criticism and in poetry and prose. In 
1987, he was a visiting artist at the School of  the Art Institute of  Chicago, US, and in 2000, writer/artist-in-residence 
at the South Asia Regional Studies, University of  Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Sheikh held his first solo exhibition in 
Bombay in 1960. His work has been exhibited widely in India and abroad since then. Prominent exhibitions include 
the Baroda Group Show, Bombay (1959), Group 1890, New Delhi (1963), Cinquieme Biennale de Paris.(1967), 
Pictorial Space, New Delhi (1977), Six who declined to show in the Triennale, New Delhi, (1978), Place for People, 
Bombay and Delhi 91981), Returning Home, solo ,exhibition at the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris 1985), and the 
IV Asian Art Show, Fukuoka, Japan (‘995). His monumental mural (completed 1997, 30’ x 22’) titled Tree of  Life, was 

executed for the New Vidhan Bhavan of  the Madhya Pradesh legislature at Bhopal designed by Charles Correa.  

K. P. REJI   
1972
 
K. P. Reji received his MFA from MSU Baroda. Reji was awarded the prestigious Sanskriti Award for the Young Art-
ist-2007, Sanskriti Foundation, New Delhi. Reji was invited for the Jogja Biennale - Shadow Lines curated by  Suman 
Gopinath and Alia Swastika, 2011-12.   Reji’s selected group exhibitions include  Tolstoy Farm: Archive of  Utopia, 
curated by Gayatri Sinha, New Delhi, 2011; Roots in the Air, Branches Below: Modern & Contemporary Art from 
India,  San Jose Museum of  Art, San Jose, 2011;  Tough Love, curated by Shaheen Merali,  Plataforma  Revólver,  Lis-
bon, Portugal, 2010; Snow curated by Ranjit Hoskote, The Palette Art Gallery, New Delhi in collaboration with Tao 
Art Gallery, Mumbai, 2010;  Horn Please: Narratives in Contemporary Indian Art, Kunstmuseum Bern, Switzerland, 
2007. His solo exhibitions being With a Pinch of  Salt at Nature Morte, New Delhi in collaboration with The Guild, 
2009 and Just Above My Head, The Guild, Mumbai, 2006.

Prajakta Potnis
1980
 
Prajakta Potnis received her BFA and MFA from the Sir J.J. School of  Arts in Mumbai, India (1995/2002). Her 
multidisciplinary work spans painting, installation, sculpture and photography and investigates the porousness and 
interpenetrability of  boundaries and binaries such as inside/outside, public/private, natural/engineered, etc, and has 
been shown to critical acclaim in India and internationally in venues including Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, 
Beijing, china (2012); National Gallery of  Art, Warsaw, Poland (2011); Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius, Lithuania 
(2011); MAXXI National Museum of  XXI Century Arts, Rome (2011); Lyon Museum of  Contemporary Art, Paris, 
France (2011); Heart Herning Museum Of  Contemporary Art, Denmark (2010); Lakeern Gallery, Mumbai (2010); 
Astrup Fearnley Museum of  Modern Art Oslo, Norway(2009); The Essl Museum of  Contemporary Art, Austria 
(2010); Experimenter, Kolkatta (2009); Anant Art Gallery, Delhi (2009); Khoj International Artist Workshop, Delhi 
(2009); The ‘Kala Ghoda Festival,’ Mumbai (2007); Grosvenor Vadehra, London (2007); Khoj International Artist 
Workshop, Mumbai (2005); ‘National Gallery of  Modern Art, Mumbai (2002), and others, as well as solo exhibi-
tions, “Membranes and Margins”, Em Gallery, Seoul (2008); “Porous walls” The Guild Art Gallery, Mumbai (2008); 
“Walls- In- Between,” Kitab Mahal, The Guild Art Gallery, Mumbai (2006). Her work has been featured in significant 
publications including ‘I’m Not There: New Art from Asia,’ Ed. Cecilia Alemani (The Gwangju Biennale Founda-
tion, 2010); ‘Younger than Jesus: The Artist Directory’ (New Museum and Phaidon, 2009), as well as numerous 
catalogues and art magazines such as Art ETC, and others. Potnis is also the recipient of  the major awards including 



the Sanskriti Award for ART (2010), the Inlaks Fine Arts award (2003-2004), and the Young Artist fellowship, from 
the Indian National Department of  Culture (2001- 2003). 

Sudhir Patwardhan  
1949  
 
Patwardhan graduated in Medicine from Armed Forces Medical College, Pune and worked as a Radiologist, simul-
taneously practicing art.
His works have been shown in important museums and institutions. Select shows include, Social Fabric presented by 
Iniva (Institute of  International Visual Arts) UK at Rivington Place, London; Modernist Art from India, Rubin Mu-
seum of  Art, New York, 2011; Narrations, Quotations & Commentaries, Grosvenor Gallery, London, 2011; Horn 
Please: Narratives in Contemporary Indian Art curated by Bernhard Fibicher and Suman Gopinath, 2007; Shadow 
Lines, Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 2006; Modern Indian works on Paper, Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, 
New Jersey,  USA,  2006;  Bhupen  Among  Friends,  Gallery Chemould,  Mumbai, 2005;  Bicentenary Celebrations  
Auction,  Asiatic Society,  Mumbai, 2005; Edge of  Desire : Recent Art in India, Art Gallery of  Western Australia, 
Perth, Australia & Asia Society, New York, USA, 2004; Indian Contemporary Art from Northeastern  Private Col-
lections, Jane Voorhees Zimmerli  Art Museum, Rutgers,  The State  University of  New Jersey, USA, 2002; Century 
City curated by Geeta Kapur, Tate Modern, London, UK, 2002; Paintings from the National Gallery of  Modern 
Art (NGMA) Mumbai, Muscat, Sultanate of  Oman, 2004; Selected works from the Jehangir Nicholson Collection, 
Family Fiction, Sakshi Gallery, Mumbai & Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi, 2011; Drawings, The Guild Art Gallery, 
Mumbai, 2008; Citing the City,  Sakshi Art Gallery, Jehangir Art Gallery, Mumbai, 2008-09; A two person exhibition 
with Gieve Patel, Museum Gallery, Mumbai;  Bose Pacia, New York, 2005-06.  In 2011 Sudhir Patwardhan curated 
and participated in a show titled ‘The Art of  Drawing’ at The Guild, Mumbai and at Pune. Two monographs were 
published on the artist- The Crafting of  Reality, written by Ranjit Hoskote, published by The Guild and The Com-
plicit Observer, written by Ranjit Hoskote and published by Sakshi Gallery. His paintings are in many public and 
private collections including The National of  Modern Art, New Delhi; Lalit Kala Academy, New Delhi; Punjab 
University Museum, Chandigarh; Bharat Bhavan, Bhopal; Gallery of  Contemporary Art, Kochi; Peabody Essex 
Museum, Massachusetts, USA and the Herwitz Family Collection, USA.
 
Sumedh Rajendran
1972
 
Sumedh Rajendran completed his Bachelor’s degree in Sculpture from the College of  Fine Arts in 1994, and obtained 
his Master’s degree from the Delhi College of  Art in 1999. His solo shows include Dual Liquid, presented by Sakshi 

Gallery at Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 2010; Chemical Smuggle, Grosvenor Vadehra, London, 2008; Final 
Call, Anant Art Centre, New Delhi, 2008; Street fuel Blackout, Sakshi Gallery, Mumbai, 2006; Pseudo-Homelands, 
Rohtas Art Gallery, Lahore, 2005. His recent group shows include India Awakens: Under the Banyan Tree, Essl 
Museum, Austria, 2010; On the Road to the Next Milestone, part of  the exhibition ‘Indian Highway’, at Herning 
Museum of  Contemporary Art (HEART), Herning, 2010; India Awakens: Under the Banyan Tree, Essl Museum, 
Austria, 2010; Go See India, part of  India-Sweden Cultural Exchange Program presented by Emami Chisel, Kolkata 
at Aakriti Art Gallery, Kolkata,Vasa Konsthal and Gallery-Scandinavia, Gothenburg, 2010; Expressions at Tihar, 
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi, 2009; Indian Summer, Galerie Christian Hosp, Berlin, 2009; 
Progressive to Altermodern, Grosvenor Gallery, London, 2009; A New Vanguard: Trends in Contemporary

Indian Art, Saffronart, New York & The Guild, New York, 2009; The Human Animal, Gallery Threshold, New 
Delhi, 2009; Inaugural Show, Sakshi Gallery, Taipei, 2009. Rajendran has also participated in various residencies 
across South Asia including Hat Residency Program, University of  Manchester, 2007; Teertha International Artist 
Residency, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 2006 and Khoj International Artists Residency, New Delhi, 2003.

Tushar Joag
1966
 
Tushar received his Bachelor’s degree from the Sir J.J. School of  Arts, Mumbai in 1989 and completed his Mas-
ter’s degree from the Faculty of  Fine Arts, Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda. His solo shows include Riding 
Rocinante from Bombay to Shanghai via Sardar Sarovar and Three Gorges, Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 2011; 
Reconciliation and Truth, Chemould Prescott Road, Mumbai, 2008 and Willing Suspension, Gallery Chemould, 
Mumbai, 2005. Joag has also participated in numerous group shows including The Calendar Project: Iconography 
in the 20th Century, National Gallery of  Modern Art (NGMA), Mumbai, 2012; Generation in Transition: New 
Art from India, Zacheta National Gallery of  Art, Warszawa, Poland, 2011; The Intuitive: Logic Revisted, from the 
Osians Collection at The World Economic Forum, Davos, Switzerland, 2011; The Art of  Drawing, The Guild Art 
Gallery, Mumbai, 2011; Excrescence, The Guild, Mumbai, 2011; The 11th Hour: An Exhibition of  Contemporary 
Art from India / Diaspora, curated by Shaheen Merali, Tang Contemporary, Beijing, 2010; Transformations, part 
of  the  Exhibition ‘Indian Highway’, at Herning Museum of  Contemporary Art (HEART), Herning; Reykjavik Art 
Museum, Reykjavik, Iceland, 2010; The Empire Strikes Back: Indian Art Today, The Saatchi Gallery, London, 2010; 
Chalo! India: A New Era of  Indian Art, 5th Anniversary Exhibition, Mori Art Museum, Japan, 2008; India Art 
Now: Contemporary Indian Art Between Continuity and Transformation, Provincia di Milano, Italy, 2007; Subcon-
tingent: The Indian Subcontinent in Contemporary Art, Fondazione Sandretto re Rabaudengo, Torino, Italy, 2006; 
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Indian Video Art: Between Myth and History, Cinema of  Prayoga, Indian Experimental Film and Video, TATE 
Modern, London, 2006; Hungry God: Indian Contemporaries, Arario Beijing, 2006; and We Are Like This Only, 
Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 2005.

Zakkir Hussain
1970
 
Zakkir obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts (painting) from the Trivandrum College of  Fine Arts, and then 
completed his Master’s degree in Graphics from the Faculty of  Fine Arts, M.S. University of  Baroda.  He is recipi-
ent of  IFACS award 2001 and Lalit Kala Akademi Award 2000. His selected solo shows include Zero Tolerance, 
Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 2012; 103o C Yellow Fever and other Works, Gallery Ske, Bangalore, 2010; solo 
at Krinzinger Projekte, Galerie Krinzinger, Vienna, 2008; Re-turn of  the Unholy, Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 
2008. His group shows include 2012: A Further Global Encounter, Grosvenor Vadehra, London, 2012; GallerySKE 
for Gallery BMB, Gallery BMB, Mumbai, 2010; Progressive to Altermodern: 62 Years of  Indian Modern Art, Gros-
venor Gallery, London, 2009; Meandering Memberance, Empire Art and Shrine Art Gallery, Kolkata, 2007; Shadow 
Lines, Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi, 2006; Double Enders, conceptualized by Krishnamachari Bose, Mumbai, 
2005. Hussain has won multiple awards for his work, including the All India Fine Arts and Crafts Society Award for 
drawing in 2001, and the State Award from the Kerala Lalit Kala Akademi in 2000.


